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HISTORY OF LOCKSHISTORY OF LOCKS

By Brian Morland 

 

More On Tann 

 

The one thing about studying historical locks is that with the revelations found in newly 

acquired artefacts and documents sometimes it becomes necessary to rewrite what’s 

known, or what’s generally perceived in the light of those new discoveries. 

 

For instance; whilst cataloguing the Tann company records three large boxes revelled 

the Tann and Rosengrens company seals a many of the original Patent specifications 

additionally scrapbooks filled with press cuttings have also been found, they contain 

adverts and other Tann press related items but also includes some material relating to 

both Tann competitors’ and the occasional magazine feature relating to security, strongrooms or safes. The volumes themselves 

are a little dog eared but the contents seem more or less intact albeit fragile and in the interest of preservation they are currently 

undergoing digitisation; they cover a date range from the early 1920’s to the late 1950’s. 

 

 

 

Tann were obviously very proud of their lineage of being the oldest safe 

maker in the world, they were established in1795, a series of adverts, in the 

years before WWII, with the line ‘Tann was making safes before….’ and 

then would recount an early historical person or event. 

 

The theme must have been successful as it continued through the war 

years (WWII) with captions like “ARP, War Risks and £8,780,000 fire 

losses”, and into the 1950’s the captions read: “Aftermath”, “The New 

London” and “Craftsmanship in Three Centuries”. It was both clever and  

Above Left - Three intact but rather fragile Tann scrap books, mostly featuring press 

cuttings and dating from the 1920’s to 1950’s.  

Above - Tann Group Company seals including: John Tann Limited, John Tann Security 

Services Limited, Tann Holdings Limited, Tann International Limited, Rosengrens 

Limited, Rosengrens Tann Limited, Rosengrens Security Services 

Limited,Rosengrens UK Holdings Limited, Rosengrens Europe Limited and Secure 

Safes Coventry Limited.  

Left - Numerous patent specifications, Design Registrations including: an early 

electric combination lock. 
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sincere advertising; the reader learnt about Tann in conjunction with either topical or historical interesting facts. Another series 

of advertisements titled ‘Important users of John Tann Safes and Strongrooms’ and included such names as The Bank of 

England, The National Provincial Bank,  The Midland Bank, Lloyds Bank, The Irish Currency Commission, The Bank of Scotland  

and The Royal Mint. Some nice line drawings featured in this series which appealed to readers and looking at these today they 

are of historical interest as many have changed during the intervening decades. 

 

Some of the scrapbook images were obviously intended for technical or trade publications and for specialised users. Topics 

included vault ventilation and Safes for Radium storage; not the sort of thing that’s found in the popular press, but very 

enlightening for the techies here. 

 

 

.  
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Some of the adverts run by Tann featuring the “Tann was making safes before theme“.   

They were run ina in a variety of publications including Counttry Life 
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As already mentioned the scrapbooks also contained some cuttings not relating to Tann, one such curiosity was a rolling door 

safe; reminding me of the cave man image in Vincent Eras’ book. How often have we heard the words ‘there is nothing new 

under the sun…’ it’s just the technology that has evolved! 

 

 

 

 

Another interesting item is a supplement dated Friday May the 6th 1932; its titled ‘The Stock Exchange Gazette – Safe Deposits 

Supplement’ 10 pages of articles and safe maker adverts. Makes interesting reading and of course there is current interest in 

these facilities following the high profile events of the following decades! The topics are: ‘Safe Deposits. From Ancient Times to 

the Present’, ‘Design of Safe Deposits. Perfect Safeguards for Renters. Scientific Development of a British Industry.’, ‘Documents 

and Securities. Usefulness of Safe Deposits. Absolutely Private and Confidential.’ And ‘Public Use of Deposit Safes. A Growing 

National Habit. Security of Documents and Valuables.’. 

 

In another group of fairly ordinary cardboard boxes more heritage ‘gold’ was found Patent Specifications, Trade Mark 

Registrations and Design Registrations. They cover such thinks as Barrier Materials such as Durofrax, Key improvements, a 

cabinet specifically for Film media, electrical combination locks, Alarm systems for Safes and Strongrooms, and as you might 

expect any number of patents relating to safes, strongrooms, night safes and demountable strong rooms. All this will be a 

wonderfull asset when writing up future articles and also to reserchers and documentary makers seeking authentic accuracy. 

 

Brian Morland, curator of the Heritage Collection of locks and keys, welcomes comments and corrections on historical 
aspects of locks and keys. Brian can be contacted by email: brian@emorlands.com 

One of the more unusual safes produced by 

Tann, it’s for Radium storage.

Vault ventilation system where the ducting is 

pivoted into place when the door is open 

‘Ventilation without diminishing Security’ 

Other forms of vault ventilation achieved by 

ducting or via the emergency door.
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Above: Early man depicted hiding goods secured 

by a large boulder; from Vincent Eras’ book Locks 

and Keys Throughout the Ages.  

Right: A rolling door designed by Chubb from the 

Tann press cutting books.


